these scattered observations into a coherent account, however, is surely a task for another time.
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1. Introduction

Over the past century many authors have discussed the syntax of Lycian relative clauses, mainly focusing on the position of relative pronouns. These are variously postverbal, as in (1a), or initial or near-initial, as in (1b):

(1a) N 320.29–30
    me kumezidi : Seimija : se de : Seimijaje : χυωται ti
    ‘Seimija and whoever succeeds Seimija will sacrifice’

(1b) TL 6.2–3
    se ije ti (e)seri tadi tike ŋtat[a] ebehi me ije [tu]be[i]i punama[t]
    ‘And whoever puts somebody with them in this sarcophagus, the p. will strike at him’ (6–7 καὶ ὃν τις ἁνακτήσῃ τὸ μνήμα τοῦτο ἐξῆλθα καὶ πανόλεα εἰ ἀντάπ πάντων ‘and if anybody damages this memorial, may there be utter and total destruction of everything for him’)

If the placement of relative pronouns is systematic it should be possible to determine the rules governing the use of these or any other positions. Since Thomsen (1899: 7–15), the standard assumption has been that postverbal position is regular and that relative pronouns only occupy other positions under special circumstances. Thomsen’s own account of these circumstances is naturally out of date, but Gusmani (1962) has shown that non-postverbal placement is in fact regular in only one context — in conditional relative clauses1. In (1b), for example, though the Lycian and Greek texts differ, the latter uses a conditional clause, and the Lycian relative clause essentially means ‘if anybody puts somebody with them in this sarcophagus’.

* I cite older Lycian texts as ‘TL’ from Friedrich’s edition (1932, checked against Kalinka 1901) and newer texts as ‘N’ from Neumann’s edition (1979, checked against Laroche 1979 in the case of the Letoon Trilingual N 320). Hittite text citations follow the standard conventions of Güterbock and Höffner (1980–1990). In writing this paper I have benefitted from discussions with Ileana Comorovski, F. Roger Higgins, Gary Holland, Paul Kiparsky, Craig Melchert, and Elizabeth Traugott.

1 See also Gusmani (1975: 63–69). Other important discussions include those of Torp (1898: 10–44, 1900: 25–33), Pedersen (1945: 21–23), Houwink ten Cate (1961: 70–71), Carruba (1969), and Laroche (1979: 93–94).
With certain modifications I will accept Gusmani's important discovery here, but other questions remain. The relative clause in (1b) is proposed, for example, as is common in Hittite and other early Indo-European languages, but the one in (1a) is clearly not preposed. It would be interesting to know what conditions this variation, and in addition whether non-preposed clauses are syntactically postposed or embedded. It should also eventually be possible to compare the structures found in Lycian with those found in related languages and then to reconstruct their historical evolution. These considerations may in turn cast light on relativization generally or its diachrony.

My goal in this paper is to try to address some of these problems by describing the Lycian system of relativization as a whole and proposing a reconstruction of its syntactic prehistory. Needless to say, any syntactic analysis of the exiguous Lycian corpus is preliminary — subject to change as new texts are discovered and new interpretations offered, as other aspects of Lycian syntax are studied, and as Luvian relative clause syntax is analyzed in detail. Yet despite these limitations several interesting conclusions are possible.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 I present an overview of relevant general features of Lycian syntax and a schematic reconstruction of their historical relation to comparable features of Hittite. In §§3 I briefly discuss relative clause typology, and in §4 I survey Hittite relative clause syntax. In §5 I examine the Lycian relativization system in terms established in §§2–4, proposing in each section an account of the appropriate syntactic diachrony. A short conclusion appears in §6.

2. Lycian and Hittite syntactic preliminaries

In this section I will identify two peripheral syntactic positions found in Lycian, Hittite, and by hypothesis Proto-Anatolian. I will argue inter alia that these two positions respectively precede and follow any sentence conjunctions and enclitics, that otherwise Lycian is essentially a verb-initial language, and that the interesting Lycian system of topicalization may partly be a consequence of independent changes in verb position.

2.1. Lycian is strikingly unlike the other Anatolian languages in that verbs regularly appear near the beginnings of clauses. Yet certain elements in turn do precede verbs, and it will be simplest to treat verb position together with two of these — negatives and preverbs. For concreteness I therefore assume a syntactic category V which consists of all three elements:

(2) $V \rightarrow \text{Negative} + \text{Preverb(s)} + \text{Verb}$

A second useful assumption is that certain typically clause-initial words are syntactically adjoined to their clauses, without occupying defined positions. They can occur together and they are of several types, as listed in (3):

(3) Conjunctions: me; se 'and'; ebi 'or(?); tibe 'or'; eke 'when'

Complex conjunction: tibe wibe 'nor'

Adverbs and preverbs

I will arbitrarily refer to these elements as 'S-adverbs'. The 'adverbs and preverbs' in (3) include the full range of preverbs, both in their special sentence-connector uses — e.g. epē after(wards) > in addition (Melkig 1978: 47, 1980: 243) — and apparently in ordinary preverb uses too. Since preverbs also appear in V, as indicated in (2), clauses with S-adverb preverbs and preverbs in V must somehow differ. It is tempting to speculate that the semantic scope of preverbs is somehow relevant in determining this difference, but I am unable to offer any concrete suggestion along these lines. Instances of both uses will appear throughout, as will a number of ambiguous cases.

Treating V and the S-adverbs as syntactically distinct permits the following proposal: the constituent V is either clause-initial or preceded at most by two syntactic positions, and all other syntactic positions follow V, including ordinary argument positions; for mnemonic reasons to be explained below, I will call the two positions before V 'Topic' and 'Front'. Any S-adverbs precede V too, of course, and enclitics simply follow the first word of their clause.

This analysis is plausible only under several empirical circumstances. There must be no argument position which regularly precedes the surface position of V, for example, and in particular it must be possible for both subjects and objects to follow the verb. Lycian sentences with VS, VO, and VSO word order are indeed unambiguously attested, as in (4), (5), and (6) respectively:

(4a) TL 75

m(e) ene tubidi : ql[j]ajj ebji : se Malija : se t[assa] : mištaha

'The local precinct and Malija and the oaths of the mištā will strike him'

(4b) N 320.5–7

me hātī tubedē : Arus : sej epewēthmē : Arīnjāi ...

'Xanthos and the periokoi of Xanthos decided (?) ...' (G 5–6 ēdoξe δή Ξανθίος καὶ τοῖς περιοίκοις ... 'it seemed good to the Xanthians and periokoi ...')

(5a) TL 94.2

se [ij]e ne : hrppi tāti : tik[e]

'They will not put anybody on top of him'

(5b) TL 94.2

se [ij]e ne : hrppi tāti : tik[e]
(5b) TL 111
me tt*tit : khsit7ata : a7m7mami : q(a) ebi
‘He will pay twenty (?) cattle to the local precinct’

(6) TL 143
se pij[et]e Mba7mam7i : eb7nen : Alitatu : Pttpleje : se ladi e[hi:bi
Ma7mam7a : kbat7i : ehbi : se ti7mei : ehbi
‘And Ma7mam7i gave this sarcophagus to Pttple7i and his wife
Ma7mam7a, his daughter, and his children’

Additional examples of the VS type in (4) appear in (1a) and the apodosis of (1b); in (4–6) the constituent V’ is printed in boldface. On the analysis I propose, to repeat, the VSO word order found here is syntactically ‘basic’ in Lycian.

A considerable literature now exists on the syntax of VSO languages. This is not the place to review the advantages and disadvantages of competing analyses, and I will simply assume the following account here. V’ occupies a peripheral movement site Comp, distinct from its underlying VP-internal position. The Comp position is external to the constituent S, with which it forms a constituent S’, as represented in (7):

(7) Lycian verb placement

Consequently, in clauses like (4–6) where nothing else disrupts the word order, verbs precede their subjects and objects. Any S-adverbs in structures like (7) are adjoined to S’ and therefore precede V’.

This ‘basic’ word order can be disrupted by either of the processes I will call Fronting and Topicalization, both of which place elements to the left of Comp. The first of these processes involves the Front position, which is external to S’ and with it forms a larger constituent S”. The second process, Topicalization, places elements in the Topic position, which is external to S” and with it forms a still larger constituent ‘TopS’. The two syntactic processes and their associated peripheral positions are jointly represented in (8):

This representation is misleading, however, inasmuch as it seems to imply that Topicalization is actually a syntactic process involving ‘movement’. In fact, whereas Fronting is such a process and is therefore indicated by a solid arrow in (8), Topicalization has a rather different syntax, discussed below and suggested here by a dashed double arrow. Second, though the representation in (8) implies the coocurrence of Fronting and Topicalization, they are actually in complementary distribution. The proposed account thus predicts the absence of clauses with V’ preceded by more than a single element other than S-adverbs and enclitics, a prediction that is largely correct.²

Examples of Fronting are given in (9–11), with fronted elements printed here in boldface and elements in V’ printed in small capitals:

(9a) TL 27
‘Meyisste erected it for his (own) person ... and his wife Meri-
ma ... and his child S7Xulije’

(9b) TL 44c.3–4
me fi[n][e] emu AXAGAMaraza
‘I BECAME judge for them’ (Melchert 1993b)

² The representation in (8) implies the possible cooccurrence of Fronting and Topicalization, but the only clear examples known to me are a pair of sentences at TL 29.9: hi7mami de : Alaxasat altru : e[rie teri : Trhmsi7i : Alipi : zitawa ap1ite teri
‘... when Alaxasatra raised (?) hi7mami, when he took Lycia into (his) rule’. The (unknown) discourse function of Fronting will probably be relevant in explaining the rarity of this cooccurrence.

A terminological note is in order here. Structurally and to some extent functionally, what I am calling ‘Topicalization’ and ‘Fronting’ are equivalent to what Aissen (1992) calls ‘external’ and ‘internal’ topicalization respectively and to what others have called ‘topicalization’ and ‘left-dislocation’.
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Prepositions with their objects, or the head nouns of their object NPs, can also be fronted, as in (13) and several examples to be discussed in §§5.3.3–4:

(13a) N 320.34–40


‘Nobody will do harm ... If anyone has done harm, he will be liable before these gods and the p. Mother of this precinct and her children and Elijahā’

(13b) TL 84.6–7

[…]adi : e : sej etsi hadi ʾi[s]e me i ne kumazati : me(e) ene : pddē : qalā : ʾšmāt : ebette : ebijelī

‘If he does/makes ... and appoints someone, and he is not a priest there, he will be liable for him before the local precinct of Sura.’

The examples in (9–10) share an important syntactic property: S-adverbs precede all fronted elements except in (9a), and no S-adverbs follow these fronted elements. This is a diagnostic of Fronting as opposed to Topicalization. As represented in (14), in other words, S-adverbs are adjoined at the left of S’. The Fronting site follows the S-adverb adjunctive site, while the Topicalization site precedes it. Enclitics follow the first element in S’, whether an S-adverb or not.

and Melchert (1993b), whom I partly follow. I take ḏde ṣē in line 6, which immediately follows pddātī here, as the beginning of a new sentence; the sequence need not be enclitic to pddātī, since in line 10 ḏde is separated from what precedes it by the word divider (i) and hence not enclitic, and since the word divider is typically omitted line-finally.

On the verb šēmâ see Larocbe (1979: 75), Gusmani (1979b), and especially Eichner (1983: 55 n. 45); I take it as ‘be liable, assume liability’ or the like. An accusative object indicates a person for whom liability is assumed (hence ene ... šmāt : ‘he will be liable for him’ in 13b), and a preposition pddī in place > before’ (vel sim.). Dative indicates those to whom the subject is liable.

The interpretation of šē as the indefinite šē is due to Gusmani (1975: 65 n. 9); on kumazati see Melchert (1993a: 55).
The process of Topicalization can be surveyed more briefly here, since I have treated it elsewhere in detail (Garrett 1992). It has three properties of special interest. First, as already indicated, the Topic position is to the left of the sentence conjunctions. In fact the only conjunction attested with this construction is me, which serves as its regular marker. In the following typical examples the Topic elements are printed in boldface:

(15a) N 314a
χu̯pā ebeñē mi(e) ene adē Masawu̯ēti Mejereh [t]i̯deimẽ [e]ti : χ̳a̯t̳at̳aw̳a̯, Perikleke
‘Masawu̯ēti child of Mejere made this tomb in the rule of Perikle’
(literally ‘This tomb, Masawu̯ēti child of Mejere made it in the rule of Perikle’)

(15b) TL 8.1–2
ebeñē : χu̯pā mi(e) ene pr̳i̯nawatē : Trijẽti ze
‘Trijẽti built this tomb’ (literally ‘this tomb, Trijẽti built it’)

In each example an enclitic object pronoun ene ‘it’ refers anaphorically to the Topic NP. This illustrates the second relevant property of Topicalization: definite NPs in the Topic position are obligatorily doubled by the appropriate enclitic pronoun. For this reason Topicalization is best analyzed not as a syntactic movement process per se, but as part of a left-dislocation construction with a Topic operator and a resumptive pronoun in S'.

The third property of Topicalization is its pragmatic force: the construction is used to mark discourse topics and contrastively focussed phrases. The former use is comparable to the use of NP fronting in English passives or intransitives like Here lies so-and-so. It is illustrated in (15) and (16a), and the contrastive focus use of Topicalization is illustrated in (16b):

(16a) TL 106.1
ebihar χupa : me i ti si̯e̯mi : Sbi̯i̯va̯za
‘In this tomb lies Sbi̯i̯iva̯za’

(16b) TL 88.3–4
se ekē lati Ddaqasa | m(e) ene ſe̯tepi tāti ſe̯t̳i̯ta tezi se la̯d̳ā ehb̳i̯ kbi̯ti̯ke me i nibe ſe̯tepi̯ ſe̯t̳u̯
‘And when Ddaqasa dies, they will inter him in the inscribed (?) sarcophagus, and his wife; someone else let them not inter there’

Since the contrastive NP kbi̯ti̯ke ‘someone else’ in (16b) is indefinite, unlike the NP Topics in (15) and (16a), no resumptive pronoun appears. An idiomatic English translation would itself use topization and a special intonation contour.

2.2. In this section I offer a reconstruction of the diachronic basis of verb placement, Fronting, and Topicalization in Lycian. This is both schematic and tentative: my main purpose is to provide a context for discussing relative clause diachrony in §5. It is likely that other accounts along similar lines would be equally satisfactory, and in any case the Luvian evidence should certainly be assessed before any authoritative analysis is possible.

Lycian may be assumed to continue a system resembling the one found in Hitite. This has three relevant and well-known constructions. The first is the ordinary, pragmatically neutral one in which the verb is clause-final:

(17) KBo 6.2 i 15
nu = sa hũnika = z💥 = pat 3 GIN KŬ.UBABBAR da[i](0)
‘The injured party himself takes three shekels of silver’

The second construction is one in which the verb is positioned clause-initially:

(18a) KBo 6.26 iii 20–22
LUGAL = an ɓi̯k̳i̯ uwa ((das)z̳i̯ kuenzi = ma = an LUGAL-uš
+h̳u̯i̯ (s)̣u̯i̯ (z̳i̯) = an LUGAL-uš
‘They bring him to the king’s gate, and the king kills him (or the king lets him live’

(18b) KBo 17.1 + i 23
ɓark̳a̯nzi = ma = an 4-Hantašep̳e̯ aṇd̳u̯̣s̳a̯ h̳a̯r̳s̳a̯ (r̳r̳) = a
GIŠŠUKUR, (HL).A = ya
‘The Hantašepa-divinities hold both human heads and lances’

(18c) KBo 6.29 ii 14–15
nu ḥat̳r̳a̯ṇ u̯ ku̯d̳a̯ (a) KUR.KUR = es̳ a̯ EG̣I̯R = an = wa = mu tiỵa̯ t̳en n = at = mu EG̣I̯R-an ti̯er
‘The lands to which I wrote “Follow me”, they followed me’

Verb fronting as in (18) is merely a special case of Fronting generally, which is generally agreed to indicate contrastive focus or some other special semantic or pragmatic emphasis. This may be represented in just the
same way as Lycian Fronting – as movement into a syntactically prominent position:
(19) Hittite Fronting (= 18a in part)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Fron} \\
\downarrow \\
V \\
\downarrow \\
kuenzi(-ma-an) \\
\downarrow \\
\text{LUGAL-\=ui} \\
\text{king} \\
\end{array}
\]

The examples in (18) show that enclitics follow the first word in their sentence and that any S-adverbs – ma and ta, for instance, našma ‘or if,’ and conjunctive namma, anda=ma, and parā=ma – precede elements fronted by the process represented in (19). The Lycian process of Fronting is cognate with this Hittite movement process.

The third relevant Hittite construction is rare but clearly attested. In this construction an NP is positioned to the left of the sentence proper, within which some element refers to it anaphorically. Any S-adverbs follow the NPs in question, and enclitics follow the first element of the sentence proper, as here:
(20a) KBo 6.25 + KBo 13.35 iii 3′–4′ (Riemenschneider 1970: 22)
\[
takku MUNUS-za ḫāš n =aš taśwana EN Ė (AN)A \]
ZAG=as=(§)ta ĖL ari
‘If a woman gives birth and it is blind, the lord of the house, he will not reach the right side (i.e. prosperity)’
(20b) StBoT 24 iv 73
\[
\text{4İSTAR DINGIR-LIM} = \text{aš} = \text{mu} \]
‘(As for) İstar, she is my divinity’

In a few cases the left-dislocated NP is marked with the focus particle ma, whose Lycian cognate me characterizes Topicalization in that language:
(21a) KBo 17.11 + i 36′–38′ (Neu 1980: 65)
\[
\text{LÜMES} \quad \text{ıš} \quad \text{BANSUR} \quad \text{LOMES} \quad \text{MUHJALDIM} \quad [30 \text{ḫarsi} (n) karpanzi ḫarsiya] (l)I=ma] \quad 2-e ațiya 15 ḫarsiš GE_{q} kiti[(a ațiya=ya 15 ḫarsiš GE_{q} (kitta ud)]aŋzi
\]
‘The waiters and cooks carry thirty loaves; (as for) storage vessels, they bring two – in one are placed 15 black loaves and in one are placed 15 black loaves’
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(21b) KBo 17.3+ iv 25–26 (Neu 1980: 17)
\[
\text{GaSparpa=} \text{ma} \quad 1-\text{anta} \quad \text{LUGAL-āš} \quad \text{GIR-} \text{āš} \text{ kita} \text{MUNUS.} \text{LUGAL-āš} \quad 1-\text{anta} \quad \text{kitta} \quad \text{GIR-} \text{āš} \text{ kita} \text{MUNUS.} \text{LUGAL-āš} \quad 1-\text{anta} \quad \text{kitta}
\]
‘(As for) the harpa, one set is placed at the foot of the king, one set is placed (at the foot) of the queen’

Though the two constructions do not have the same range of uses, this is syntactically like Lycian Topicalization: in both languages S-adverbs follow the NP in question, to which there is anaphoric reference within the sentence. It should therefore be reasonable to analyze the Hittite construction syntactically along the same lines as the Lycian construction:
(22) Hittite Topicalization (= 21b in part)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{TopS} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{GIR} \text{harpa=} \text{ma} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{1-}\text{anta} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{LUGAL-āš} \quad \text{GIR-} \text{āš} \text{ kita} \text{MUNUS.} \text{LUGAL-āš} \quad 1-\text{anta} \quad \text{kitta}
\end{array}
\]

To summarize, Hittite and by hypothesis Proto-Anatolian have three relevant constructions: one which is pragmatically neutral, with clause-final verbs (17); one with verbs positioned initially by Fronting (18–19); and one involving Topicalization (20–22). Several innovations separate this from the attested Lycian system. The central change must have been the extension of Verb Fronting to a wider range of semantic, pragmatic, and discourse contexts. This affected a construction, not a lexical element, but it is essentially the same as familiar semantic extension or ‘bleaching’ processes, and it can be seen as driving the remaining two changes.

First, since only one constituent can be affected by Fronting in a single sentence, any general increase in Fronting one sort of element must have come at the expense of others. In particular, any extension of Verb Fronting would have tended to limit the availability of NP or PP Fronting. Under such circumstances it would be natural for another preexisting construction to acquire some of the semantic, pragmatic, or discourse nuances of Fronting. I suggest that Topicalization picked up this expressive slack and that any tendency to restrict Fronting to verbs was accom-

---

6 The general principle here is due to Hale (1987a), who has applied it to the interrelation of syntactic fronting processes with various discourse adverbs and particles in Indo-Iranian and Indo-European generally; I simply adopt his model as I understand it and apply it to a similar kind of change in Anatolian.
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panied by a generalization of Topicalization. To deploy a different metaphor, as the original meaning of Verb Fronting came to be ‘bleached’, Topicalization was compensatorily ‘colored’. I do not mean to suggest that Topicalization acquired all the functions of Fronting, since the latter certainly continues to exist, albeit with obscure functions, but rather that Topicalization acquired some of the functions of Fronting and thus competed with it.

Eventually the other change occurred: Verb Fronting lost enough of its special semantic, pragmatic, or discourse value that it was no longer seen as the same kind of process as the Fronting that continued to affect other elements. Verb Fronting was then reanalyzed as an automatic syntactic process, not one associated with any semantically prominent syntactic position. The position of fronted verbs was taken to be Comp, as described in §2.1, and syntactically basic VSO word order was innovated. This yielded something like the attested Lycian system, in which the pragmatically neutral construction is verb-initial, but Fronting and Topicalization position elements to the left of verbs. The inherited Fronting process is in part reflected structurally by initial verb placement, but it is continued functionally both by its structural reflex, the Fronting process in (9–13), and by Topicalization. There must also have been further semantic and syntactic settling, but anything beyond a general outline is doubtless unreconstructible.

7 Developments along the same general lines have been proposed and widely accepted for Celtic VSO languages (Watkins 1961) and have also been proposed for the prehistory of some Germanic languages (Lenz 1984, 1985); for discussion see also Dressler 1969 and Kiparsky in press. They are presumably one typical mechanism by which verb-final languages become verb-initial. An obvious typological comparandum to the changes involving 'Topicalization in Lycian is the creation of the Irish cleft focus construction, which can be understood as a partial functional replacement of Fronting after the fixing of verb-initial word order.

Independent evidence for the account sketched here for Lycian is provided by the distribution of nasalized preterite verbs like 3 sg. adê ‘made’ and 3 pl. pójité ‘gave’. I have argued elsewhere (Garrett 1991) that such forms continue sequences of verbs and enclitic object pronouns: adê < *had en *s(h)ē made it’ and pójité < *pójite en *the object* gave it’. Since pronominal enclitics follow their clause’s first word, this development would only have been possible in a system with fairly robust verb-initial word order.

A further peculiarity of the nasalized preterite formation may cast some light on Fronting. Lycian verbs do not form nasalized preterites if their subjects are affected by Fronting (Garrett 1991: 19–20), though they do form them if (say) oblique arguments are fronted. I infer that the necessary verb-initial word order must have coexisted with sufficiently robust SV-initial word order, at least during the creation of the nasalized preterite system. This would be explained if subjects were the pragmatically neutral Fronting targets, as is plausible enough a priori. Cf. Thomassen (1899: 28): ‘the habitual order of words in Lycian is the following: subject - verb - indirect object - direct object’.

3. Relativization

I begin this section with two familiar typological oppositions in the study of relativization. The first is between restrictive and nonrestrictive (appositional) relative clauses. This is sometimes loosely characterized as a contrast between clauses that do and do not restrict truth value or NP denotation, but the essential difference is pragmatic. Nonrestrictive clauses are independent speech acts, whereas restrictive clauses derive their illocutionary force from their superordinate clauses. This is clearly illustrated in (23):

(23a) Restrictive: Did your cousin who knows Lycian buy you that copy of Kalinka?
(23b) Nonrestrictive: Did your cousin, who knows Lycian, buy you that copy of Kalinka?

The truth of the proposition in the relative clause is asserted in (23b) but not (23a); only (23b) is felicitously answered by an utterance like That’s false – my cousin doesn’t know Lycian. This underlying pragmatic difference may in turn typically be associated with prosodic, syntactic, or other differences. Nonrestrictive relative clauses will play only a minor role in the discussion below.

The second familiar typological opposition is the crucial one between syntactically adjoined and embedded relative clauses. Within systems of embedded relativization, three relative clause types in particular may be identified. They differ according to the status and position of their domain noun (or NP), which identifies a class of objects from which the relative clause itself picks out one or more in particular. The first embedded relative type is the free relative. It has no overt domain noun and may be analyzed syntactically as a subordinate clause vacuously embedded in an NP:

(24) I bought [NP [S what Kit wanted]]

The second and third embedded types are externally and internally headed relatives. Both have overt domain nouns, unlike free relatives, but they differ in domain noun syntax. Internally headed relative clauses actually contain their domain nouns, which are thus case-marked according to their relative clause function. Like free relatives, internally headed relatives may be analyzed as subordinate clauses vacuously embedded in NPs, as here:

(25) Bambara (Keenan 1985: 162)

\[\text{t"ye ye [NP [S ne ye [NP so min ye]]] san man PAST I PAST horse REL see buy}\]

\[\text{The man bought the horse which I saw}\]

8 See Cole (1987) and Culy (1990), and on relative clause typology generally see Lehmann (1984) and Keenan (1985).
Domain nouns here and below are printed in small capitals. The domain noun so 'horse' in (25) heads an NP within the relative clause. An externally headed relative clause, on the other hand, may be analyzed as a complex NP containing both a domain NP and a subordinate clause:

(26) I bought [NP [NP the book] [is that Kit wanted]]

The domain noun book here is external to its relative clause.

The three embedded relative clause types may be represented schematically as follows:

(27) Externally headed (26)  Internally headed (25)  Free (24)

```
   S
    ...
     NP...
      ...
        NP (domain)
         ...
          NP...
           ...
            S'
             ...
              S'
               ...
                S'
```

(25) (relative pronoun) (domain & relative) (relative pronoun)

Adjoined relative clauses, by contrast, are either preposed or postposed and may be assigned structures very approximately like the following:

(28)

```
   Relative Clause
      ...
       NP...
        ...
          NP
```

(29a) Preposed

```
   Correlative Clause
      ...
       NP...
        ...
```

(29b) Postposed

```
   Correlative Clause
      ...
       NP...
        ...
```

(29a) and an indeterminate relative appears in (30):

(30) KBo 6.4 iv 15–16

```
nu =šši =ššan kuit šaḫban LUGAL–uš dāi nu apāt ššai

‘Whatever SERVICE the king imposes on him, he will do that’
```

The essential semantic property of Hittite preposed relative clauses – both indeterminate and determinate – is that they are interpreted or can be described as universal quantifiers, as in these periphrases:

(31a) Determinate relative clause interpretation (= 29a)

```
For all x, z = the spears and scepters they hold, one guard takes them away from them
```

(31b) Indeterminate relative clause interpretation (= 30)

```
For all x, z = a service the king imposes on him, he will do x
```

To avoid confusion with logograms, small capitals are not used in Hittite examples. Note that the domain nouns in (29a) are in the preposed relative clause itself, whereas, with the postposed relative clause in (29b), the domain noun is in the correlative clause. It is not customary to describe adjoined relative clauses as free, internally headed, or externally headed, but clearly the preposed clause in (29a) is like an internally headed relative clause, the postposed clause in (29b) is like an externally headed relative clause, and the Hittite preposed clause in (1b) is like a free relative clause.

4. Hittite relative clauses

Many aspects of the Hittite system of relativization are well known, but some remain unclear. The language has relative clauses of at least four distinct semantic and pragmatic types, which I will call indeterminate, determinate, indefinite, and nonrestrictive clauses. Since Hittite lacks overtly embedded relative clauses, all four types appear in adjoined clauses. Indeterminate and determinate clauses are preposed and will be discussed in §4.1, while indefinite and nonrestrictive relative clauses are postposed and will be discussed in §4.2.

4.1. The indeterminate and determinate types were named and first identified by Held (1957). A determinate relative was quoted in (29a) and an indeterminate relative appears in (30):

```
(30) KBo 6.4 iv 15–16

nu =šši =ššan kuit šaḫban LUGAL–uš dāi nu apāt ššai

‘Whatever SERVICE the king imposes on him, he will do that’
```

The essential semantic property of Hittite preposed relative clauses – both indeterminate and determinate – is that they are interpreted or can be described as universal quantifiers, as in these periphrases:

(31a) Determinate relative clause interpretation (= 29a)

```
For all x, z = the spears and scepters they hold, one guard takes them away from them
```

(31b) Indeterminate relative clause interpretation (= 30)

```
For all x, z = a service the king imposes on him, he will do x
```
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The semantic difference between the two relative clause types should be clear from (31): in a determinate clause a relative NP is itself definite (‘z = the spears and scepters’), but in an indeterminate clause it is indefinite and nonspecific (‘z = a service’). That is, determine relative NPs in preposed clauses denote objects or individuals whose existence is presupposed in context, as in (32):

(32) IBoT 1.36 iii 6–16 (Güterbock and van den Hout 1991: 24–25) namma GAL MEŠEDI paižzi EGR-ann =a= šši 2 LO.MES.BEL [UTI] ... n=n at ANA GAL MEŠEDI [EGR-an] aranta ... māḫan = ma šarkantin ar ha tarna naz nu = za GAL MEŠEDI pētan = pa ṭarzi 2 BELUTI ma = šši kuiš EGR-an aranta ... n=n at EGR-pa pāni zu nu EGR-pa LO.MES MEŠEDI uemianzi ‘Then the Chief of Guards goes, and behind him two officials [stand (?)] ... They stand behind the Chief of Guards ... And when they release a defendant, the Chief of Guards keeps his place, but the two officials who stand behind him ... they return and rejoin the guards.’

Here the relative clause 2 BELUTI ma = šši kuiš EGR-an aranta ‘what two officials stand behind him’ refers to a specific pair of officials already introduced into the discourse. By contrast, as Held puts it, an indeterminate relative NP denotes ‘an indefinite object, the existence of which, in some cases, may be in doubt’ (1967: 13). Further examples appear in (33):

(33a) KUB 13.2 iii 16 kuiš = an = šan EGR-pa tarna n an šakuwanzi ‘Whoever lets him back, they will imprison him’  
(33b) KUB 14.10 iv 17–18 n u kuezza uddānaz akkiškittari n= at umiyattaru ‘For whatever reason people are dying, let it be found out’

From the presuppositional difference between indeterminate and determinate relative clauses it follows that indeterminate clauses have felicitous conditional periphrases, but determinate clauses do not:

(34a) Conditional periphrasis of an indeterminate relative clause (= 30) = 31b"

If the king imposes a service z on him, he will do z

(34b) Conditional periphrasis of a determinate relative clause (= 29a) = 31a"

---

10 Two specialized relative clause types have sometimes wrongly been described as having the same kind of interpretation as that identified here for indeterminate relative clauses: those where the adverb imma ‘indeed’ follows a relative pronoun or adjective, on whose interpretation see Melchert (1985: 197–201); and those with iterated relatives, on whose interpretation see Held (1967: 44–47).
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---

11 Semantic or structural connections between relativization and Topicalization have been noted by others; cf. e.g. Holland and Ickler (1978: 441): ‘the purpose of the Indo-European preposed relative clause is to establish or delimit the topic of the main clause’.
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(36) Hittite determinate relative clause syntax (= 35b)

As a consequence of this structure, determinate relative pronouns and adjectives are obligatorily preceded by a single syntactic constituent within their clause. A third assumption is that the relative NP itself occupies the Front position in an indeterminate relative clause. Hence such relative NPs are always initial, as in the following representation of (33a):

12 For example, Held's own evidence contradicts his view that a postposed restrictive relative clause 'characterizes or particularizes' its domain NP 'by indicating the customary state in which it is, or by indicating the customary action which it performs or has performed upon it' (1957: 48). According to Luraghi, Old Hittite postposed restrictive relatives are 'Attributions ... not essential to the predicative itself' (1990: 78). I am not convinced, however, that the term 'attribution' adequately describes the semantic contribution made by these relative clauses to their main clause domain NPs, or that relative clauses like those in (39a-b) are not 'essential' to the meaning of the correlative clause.

13 Indefinite relative clauses have close pragmatic and semantic counterparts in many languages; for representative recent discussion of English and German see Huck and Na (1990), Rochement and Culicover (1990), and Shannon (1992).

4.2. Two properties not found in the Hittite relative clause types discussed in § 4.1 are shared by the remaining types: they are postposed and are not quantificationally interpreted. This is particularly clear in the case of nonrestrictive relative clauses, which do not delimit correlative clause interpretation at all. The postposed syntax of Hittite nonrestrictive relatives is uncontroversial (Sturtevant 1930: 143, Held 1957: 51-52, Luraghi 1990: 78), and a typical example is given in (38):

(38) KUB 33,98 + i 4-5

nu=za 'Kumarbiš GALGA-tar ZI-ni kattan daškizzi UD^KAM^-an
ti=šišašil=šat

'Kumarbi takes wisdom into his mind, (he) who raises the day as an evil being'...

The second postposed type is somewhat more interesting and has never been characterized adequately\footnote{2}. Yet the properties of determinate and indeterminate relatives leave an obvious gap in the inventory of relative clauses — those that are indefinite and nonquantificationally. The equivalent of a book that I bought cannot be expressed as a preposed relative clause in Hittite, for example, since as a determinate relative it would mean the book that I bought and as an indeterminate relative it would mean any book that I bought. Such relative clauses are in fact postposed, as in (29b) and (39):
4.3. A synopsis of Hittite relative clause types with their syntactic position and part of their internal structure, as discussed in §§4.1–2, appears in (42):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{indeterminate} & \quad \text{preposed} & \quad \# \# \left[\text{Front Relative NP} \right]_{\text{Wh}} (\text{empty}) \ldots \\
\text{determinate} & \quad \text{preposed} & \quad \# \# \left[\text{Front} + \left[\text{Wh Relative NP} \right] \ldots \\
\text{indefinite} & \quad \text{postposed} & \quad \# \# \left[\text{Front} + \right]_{\text{Wh Relative NP}} \ldots \\
\text{nonrestrictive} & \quad \text{postposed} & \quad \# \# \left(\text{Front} + \right)_{\text{Wh Relative NP}} \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

Here S-advverbs and enclitics are omitted, since their positions are predictable and their presence has no syntactic effect. Among other arguments, the Lycian evidence to be discussed in §5 suggests that essentially the system in (42) should be reconstructed for Proto-Anatolian.

5. Lycian relative clauses

In this section I examine the Lycian system of relativization. On relative pronouns and adverbs in Lycian see Carruba (1978) and Meriggi (1980: 242–247), with references to earlier literature. Here I have considered clauses with the relative and subordinating adverbs teri 'where', teri 'when', me 'as, likewise (?)', and tere, teri 'when (?)' in addition to the following relatives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nominative} & : \quad \text{ti} & \quad \text{ti}, \text{tijii}, \text{tijii}; \text{krhmēti} \\
\text{accusative} & : \quad \text{ti} & \quad \text{krhmis}, \text{krhmētis} \\
\text{nom./acc. neuter} & : \quad \text{ti}; \text{krhmē} & \quad \text{tija}; \text{krhma} \\
\text{dative} & : \quad \text{tji} & \quad \text{tjiā} \\
\text{genitive} & : \quad \text{tjiā}
\end{align*}
\]

In §5.1 I discuss indeterminate relative clauses, already illustrated in (1b), in §5.2 I discuss preposed determinate relative clauses, and in §5.3 I discuss other relative clauses and related subordinate clause types.

5.1.1. As in Hittite, indeterminate relative clauses are invariably preposed in Lycian. They typically occur in the penalty provisions of sepulchral inscriptions, as in (1b) and (44):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{пре} & \quad \text{ti} & \quad \text{ti}\text{ke}: \text{mētē}: \text{m(e) ene qasttu} : \text{ēni} : \text{qahē} : \text{ebihejhi} \\
\text{'And whoever does it any injury, let the Mother of this precinct destroy him'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{I have ignored indefinite tis except where iterated and relative, tike, tike, \text{terihe, and ñtēpi} and ñtephe if they exist, as well as some relatives in fragmentary or lexically or syntactically unclear contexts, such as the relative pronouns in N 324 (Bousquet 1992: 181–185).}\]
(6 καὶ δὲ τις ἄνθισα ἢ ἀγοράσα τὸ μνῆμα, ἢ Λετό αὐτοῦ ἐκτιμὸν ἐμφάνισεν 'but if anybody damages or purchases the memorial, Leto will destroy him')

(44b) TL 102.2–3

τι ἀνέθεν ἐργάζεται: i:alahi : tike : hreppi tadi : tike : me tttei...  

'Whoever "buries" anyone above inside, or whoever places anyone on top inside, they will pay...'

Such Lycian indeterminate relative clauses share two striking properties with their Hittite counterparts: they are all preposed and, as shown by Gusman (1962, 1975: 68–69), their relative pronouns are almost always preceded clause-externally by S-advverbs and enclitics15. The linear position of these relatives suggests no useful generalization, since they are sometimes clause-initial and sometimes preceded by conjunctions and enclitics. Structurally, however, they can be described as occupying a position to the right of S-advverbs and to the left of V in Comp. Moreover, since Lycian indeterminate relative clauses as a whole have the same basic syntactic distribution as their Hittite counterparts, they are naturally analyzed along the same lines: they occupy the Topic position vis-à-vis correlative clauses, and their relative pronouns occupy their Front position. It will also prove convenient to assume that Comp

15 Similar examples appear at TL 75.3, 80.2, 111.2, 118.6, 128.2, 135.2, and, after se and with enclitics, at TL 94.3, 131.2, and 139.3; iterated ti ti 'whoever' has the same syntax at TL 109.6, 110.3, and 111.6–8.

16 Despite its fragmentary context the relative clause at TL 118.5 is certainly of the same type: mēlē : ti : (tί) jē aidi : tike : 'whoever does it any injury...'. Cf. yitade mejē ti 'all someone has done harm...'. in (13a), where yitade 'has done harm' is topocalized.

17 The claim of enclisis is also contradicted by the position of the word divider in examples like (44c) and (46a).

18 This may seem to be contradicted by the correspondence between Lycian ti kthmiπiγατα and Greek καὶ εἴρχον in (49c). The crucial difference between determinate and indeterminate relatives is presuppositional, however, and I suggest that the existence of some kthmiπiγατα/εἴρχον or other is indeed presupposed in context. It is admittedly conventional to claim that a Greek indefinite relative 'gives a conditional force to the clause in which it stands' (Goodwin 1989: 197–198), but many such relatives in fact suggest non-specificity: λέγει δή τοις πάντας συμματίας διστάλλος, τοίνυν δὲ Αθηναίοις φημι δεν εἰναι πνευματικοίς, ἐξ ὧν δὲ τούς ὧν μίας καλός ἔχειν δοκεῖ 'I say all the soldiers will number two thousand, and of them I think five hundred should be Athenians, from whatever age it shall seem good to you to have' (Dem. 4.21). The relative clause here is not felicitously paraphrased as a conditional 'if from any age...', since the uncertainty concerns what the actual (minimum) age should be, not whether there should be one. Lycian indeterminate relatives correspond to actual conditional clauses in Greek, and are so translated in bilingual inscriptions.

The example in (49a) is less certain than the others, partly because of the un-
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As comparison of (37) and (45) reveals, aside from the Lycian innovation of regular V' placement in Comp, there is no significant syntactic difference between Hittite and Lycian indeterminate relative clauses.

5.1.2. There are a few cases where indeterminate relative pronouns are preceded by elements other than S-advverbs and enclitics:

(46a) TL 101.2–6

me ſetepi tāti : Za[h]āmā : se lada : se : tideimis : ehbi[s] | kbi : tike : ti ſetepi tadi... m(e) ene : m(h)ājī : tubetit | wed[ref]ni

As in certain meaning of ſitpa and partly because the relative clause is conjoined with an NP. I classify it here because it seems to have the syntax of preposed relatives.

In (49c), note that if kthmiπiγατα is common-genneral, as acc. sg. πιγατ suggests, its
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‘They will inter Zahāma and (his) wife and his children; whoever intersects anyone else ... the municipal gods will strike him’

(46b) N 314b

χυπα ἐβήθι | τἰγγαδὶ: τίκε | ζωνόν̄ε: τίκε | m(e) eone tubiḍi | ...

‘In this tomb whoever does any z. t., ... will strike him’

Each indeterminate relative pronoun here is preceded by a single NP – kbi tike ‘someone else’ in (46a) and χυπα ἐβήθι ‘in this tomb’ in (46b) – but in each case the NP has the semantic or pragmatic value elsewhere associated with Topicalization. For instance, kbi tike in (46a) occurs in essentially the same contrastive discourse context as kbi tike in (16b): ‘someone else’ is contrasted with Ddaqasa and his wife in (16b) and with Zahāma and his family in (46a). The other Lycian context for Topicalization is the one illustrated in (15) and (16a). Unlike the Topics there, the initial NP χυπα ἐβήθι in (46b) is not usually taken as text-initial (Neumann 1979: 36), but the other similarities among (15), (16a), and (46b) warrant taking χυπα ἐβήθι as Topicalized. Since this NP is definite, the account is only possible if (46b) contains an enclitic pronoun. Locative ἵ(j)ε is expected, and I see no good reason to doubt that the attested spelling τἰγγαδὶ in fact conceals an underlying sequence /ti i(j)e adi/ ‘whoever does in it’.

I therefore assume that the unexpectedly initial NPs in (46) have been positioned by Topicalization. At least two syntactic analyses invite consideration if Topics can indeed precede indeterminate relative pronouns: these Topics may be positioned vis-à-vis either the proposed relative clause or the correlative clause. Since Fronting and Topicalization are otherwise largely in complementary distribution, as observed in note 2, I tentatively conclude that the Topicalized NPs in (46) are probably not relative clause Topics. This actually poses no syntactic obstacle in these cases, which can now be interpreted somewhat literally as follows: (47a) ‘They will inter Zahāma and (his) wife and his children; (as for) anyone else, whoever intersects (him) ... the municipal gods will strike him’ (= 46a)

(47b) ‘In this tomb, whoever does there any z. t., ... will strike him’ (= 46b)

For (47a), recall that indefinite NP Topics are not resumed by anaphoric pronouns. A partial structural representation of (46a) along the proposed lines appears in (48):

Relative Clause Syntax in Lycian and Hittite

(48) Topicalization in Lycian indeterminate relative clauses (= 46a in part)

```
TopS

Topic

TopS

kbi tike
ti ἵτεπι ταδι — m(e) eone māhātubtētī wēdērēnī anyone else whoever intersects (him) ... the municipal gods will strike him
```

Here the lower ‘TopS’ constituent has essentially the internal structure of the same constituent in (45). If this analysis proves unacceptable, of course, it can be assumed that the Topicalized NPs in (46) are relative clause Topics. In any case, the proposed account differs from that of Gusmani, according to whom all indeterminate relatives are enclitic and ‘occur after the first stressed word of the sentence’ (1962: 170). By contrast, on the present account, indeterminate relative pronouns occur in noninitial position only as an incidental consequence of S-adverb placement and Topicalization, phenomena which have nothing to do with relativization17. Structurally, all indeterminate relatives occupy a uniform syntactic position.

5.2. Preposed relative clauses other than indeterminate relatives are not numerous in Lycian:

(49a) TL 124

eβηνεμ χυπα se i hri ti STIPA m(e) e ti adē Ubetē ... ‘This tomb and the sculpture (?) that (is) on it, Ubetē made it...’

(49b) TL 75.2

s(e) eone ōtē : tātī tdi [s]BAZI : me ije : ni ἤρππj : tātī : τίκε : ἵjε : ἵδα ‘And the COUCH on which they will place him, let them not place anybody on it but (his) wife’

(49c) N 320.25–27

me ije sētēni ti : ἩΛΗΜΠΛΑΤΑ | m(e) ede te wē : kumezdī : nuredī : nuredī : arā : kumezēdi ‘The Beneficene that will lie here, he (the priest Semija) will sacrifice it month by month properly with a sacrificial victim’ (G 23–25 καὶ δι τὴν ἐχόμενον ἐκ τούτων γίνεται θεῖον κατ’ ἐκάστην νομιμὴν ἱερείου ἀνθρώπον ‘and whatever produce there shall be from them, he is to offer as a sacrifice at each new moon’)

For footnotes 16 through 18, see page 50.
All three examples are semantically equivalent to Hittite determinate relatives, not indeterminate relatives.\footnote{18}

There are (at least) two plausible analyses of the preposed relative clauses in (49), though unfortunately the choice between them probably requires more evidence. Note that each relative NP in (49) follows V, itself preceded only by an S-adverb with enclitics. This naturally recalls the syntax of Hittite determinate relatives, which are preceded by only a single syntactic element. If the pattern of (49a–c) is general, then an analysis along Hittite lines is suggested for Lycian. That is, relative NPs occupy the Wh position and are preceded by V, which is obligatorily (but vacuously) fronted in determinate relative clauses:

(50) Lycian determinate relative clause syntax (= 49c): analysis 1

\[
\text{S-Adv} \quad \text{me (iże)} \quad \text{Topic} \quad \text{S^*} \quad \text{S\textquotesingle} \quad \text{Comp\textacuteapos;S} \quad \text{Comp} \quad \text{Wh} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{S} \quad \text{(here)}
\]

If this is the right analysis of preposed determinate relative clauses, then, as comparison of (36) and (50) reveals, the crucial Lycian innovation has to do with verb position rather than relativization: Lycian has innovated a fronting requirement for V in determinate relative clauses. Such a change would represent a generalization of the Hittite pattern in (18c) and (51):

(51) KUB 12.63 obv 28

nu anniškimku kuin n=an-kan ŠUM-ŠU ḫalzibihī

'(The one) whom I treat ritually, I call him by his name'

Verb Fronting is as rare in determinate relative clauses as it is elsewhere in Hittite, but if (49a–c) are truly representative, it is obligatory in Lycian preposed determinate relative clauses.

Unfortunately, as noted above, these examples may well be unrepresentative: Fronting to the left of the verb is common in the relative clause types to be discussed in §5.3, and it may have been possible—and accidentally unattested—in the type now under discussion. The analysis in (50) would naturally be untenable in that case, and it could be assumed to the contrary that verbs in preposed determinate relative clauses occupy the Comp position. This alternative analysis may be illustrated by the following representation of the relative clause in (49c):

(52) Lycian determinate relative clause syntax (= 49c in part): analysis 2

\[
\text{Comp\textacuteapos;S} \quad \text{Comp} \quad \text{Wh} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{S} \quad \text{(here)}
\]

This would be similar to the analysis required for other Lycian relative clauses, but without more evidence as to whether preposed determinate relative clauses permit Fronting or not, a final decision cannot be made between this and the first analysis.\footnote{19}

---

\footnote{18} A possible example of Fronting in such a relative clause appears at TL 58.3, upesu de [...] taut ḫib, if this means 'the upesi on which they will place (them)'?; cf. Carruba (1978: 177). A further uncertainty is suggested by the disjunction at
As noted in §1 and widely recognized, postverbal relative placement in Lycian is regular in a range of contexts — in fact, as Gusmani (1962) showed, in all relative clauses other than indeterminates. I have argued in this section that this is due to a change in verb syntax and that the postverbal position of relatives is the diachronic reflex of the second-constituent position found in some Hittite relative clauses. A different connection was proposed by Larroche (1979: 93–94), whose account unfortunately founders on a mistaken understanding of the syntax of Hittite relativization. Larroche erroneously attributes to Held (1957) the view that determinate relatives are regularly adjacent to predicates in Hittite, and suggests that this adjacency lies at the root of their syntax in Lycian. In fact relatives are only incidentally adjacent to predicates in Hittite, however, under certain syntactic circumstances. The existence of independent evidence for a Lycian change in verb syntax favors instead the more conservative view that the syntax of preposed relative clauses itself has changed little, as proposed here.

One final feature of preposed relative clauses in Lycian — indeterminate as well as determinate clauses — is well known: the correlative clause always begins with the particle me. This is particularly interesting because it is this particle which also regularly marks Topicalization. In other words, Topicalization and preposed relativization look rather similar in Lycian:

(53) Relative Clause Syntax in Lycian and Hittite

\[
\text{Topicalization}
\]

\[
\text{Relativization}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Topic} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{me ...}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Topic} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{S'} \\
\text{me ...}
\end{array}
\]

I take this descriptive similarity as support for the proposed similarity in representation.

5.3. In this section I examine three Lycian relative clause types that are clearly not preposed. Though most examples are ambiguous — including the relative clause in (1a) — the testimony of several clear examples of one type suggests that all three types are in fact probably syntactically embedded, not postposed as in Hittite. I consider nonrestrictive relatives in §5.3.1, indefinite relatives in §5.3.2, and postposed determinate relatives in §5.3.3. Other subordinate clause types are discussed in §5.3.4, and a general synchronic and diachronic discussion in §5.3.5 concludes this section.

5.3.1. There are at least two nonrestrictive relative clauses in the Lycian corpus:

(54a) N 310

'Xlasitini child of Magabata built this tomb, (he) who q. this x. under Arppαχuhe’s rule'

(54b) TL 150.1–4

'Here lies Xssēŋziya child of Xnlapah of the household of Mutūh, who built the sarcophagus for his (own) person'

Two points are worth noting here. First, as in the determinate relatives discussed in §5.2, the relative pronouns in (54) are postverbal. Second, whether these relative clauses are syntactically postposed, or just as in Hittite the position of nonrestrictive relatives evidently differs from that of determinate relatives.

21 Larroche also fails to recognize that Lycian preserves determinate as well as indeterminate relative clauses, and that it continues to distinguish them syntactically; he suggests that determinate relatives have replaced indeterminates because of ‘accentual action’ (1979: 94).
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5.3.2. Also as in Hittite, Lycian nonquantificational relative clauses with indefinite domain nouns differ syntactically from those with definite domain nouns. There are unfortunately only two clear examples:

(55a) TL 93.1–2
εβ' [βάν]α ζυ)pά m(e) ἢ τῇ ἡ p]ρ[να]ιατ[έ] Upazi Muskkah tideimi
hrppi ladi : ebbi : se TIDEIME : sttati [τ]i
"Upazi child of Muskkah built this tomb for his wife and CHILDREN
who remain"

(55b) N 320.20–22
b)iti : si)λ]i]s
'And they will be liable for as many SLAVES as they set free, (viz.
for ensuring that) they will give shekels to him (viz. the priest
Seimidja)'

(G 18–20 και δοσι αν διελεύθεροι γένονται ἀποτίνειν τοι θεοί
do δέχεμες 'and all that shall become freedmen are to pay two
drachmas to the god')

The domain nouns TIDEIME 'children' and XDDAZAS 'slaves' in (55) are in
definite, whereas preposed relative clauses like those in (49) have defi
nite domain nouns.

5.3.3. Finally, a large number of Lycian relative clauses have the syn
tax of the relative clause types discussed in §§5.3.1–2 — they are not pre
posed — but the interpretation of determinate relative clauses. These are quite amply illustrated in (1a) and (56–57):

(56a) N 320.10–11
... Eseimiju : Qatirahahā : tideimi : se de : Eseimijaje : xuwati
ti
... Eseimija child of Qatirah and whoever succeeds Eseimija'

(G 8–10 ... Σμίαν Κονδορασίων δόν και ό δέ σε κιμήση ηγήσατός ή
... Simias son of Kondoras and whoever shall be closest to Simias')

(56b) TL 89.3–4
m(e) ἡν : i[t]lehi : qatī : Trǎmili : se i (e)pn : pabhātī tījāi
'The Lycian ūlehi will destroy him and (those) who later p. for/to
him'

(56c) TL 98.1–5
ebēnē : prnawu : m(e) ἢ τε prnawati | Mēmruwi : Xntenubeh :
tideimi | hrppi esedēnwe : xīnai | ebbiehi : se θo]rt]tāi : lada se
'Mēmruwi, child of Xntenube, built this building for the descendant
of his grandmother, the wives of the θ, and whoever else's he is liable to them for'

22 I take tijāi ġbi]jehi]s-as the de facto possessive relative of kbi i]khe 'someone
else'; 'whoever else's'. Attested tijāi ġbi]jehi]s is then accusative plural 'whoever
else's (descendants) the wives?'; the direct object of snm)he - 'be liable for (someone)'.
The inscription's concluding sentence, TL 93.6–6, me fnē n]j]n] e] su esedēnwe : ep)tē]h : x]n]p]r t]n]e, may mean 'but let it not be (permitted) to them to put their
descendants within', i.e. 'they may not have their descendants put within'. There
are admittedly many quite different interpretations of TL 83: for an important
early proposal see Thomsen (1899: 61–62), and for more recent interpretations
see Laroche (1974: 131), Bryce (1978: 221–222), Laroche (1979: 131), Meriggi
(1980: 243), Melchert (1992: 198), and other literature they cite.
are preposed, and those in (56–57) have simply become embedded free relatives. In general terms, this split might reflect an ongoing analogical extension of indefinite relative syntax to the determinate relatives, but a more precise syntactic or semantic characterization of any such extension is obviously desirable.

5.3.4. Adverbial subordinate clause syntax resembles relative clause syntax in some cases. In the following examples, and in the clause sej ėti .Async. 008 statī telī 'and inside where the altar stands' in (56d), an adverbial clause stands as an adjunct dependent on no (obvious) element of the main clause:

(58a) TL 11.1–2
ebēnē prīnāwā : m(e) ē ti prīnawatē : Ddapssrmā : Padrūmah :
ter[i] | Arttūmpara
'Ddapssrmā child of Padrūmah built this building for his household when Arttūmpara ruled Lycia’

(58b) TL 44c.3
trbbi : Āṭanas : zyyēṭe : terē
‘… when (?) they were fighting against Athens’

In other cases, like the following, adverbial subordinate clauses are dependent on a main clause adverb or noun:

(59a) N 993.10–14 (Eichner 1938)
ērī : khatet : sijēn[i] telī : Ddepițnewēh : me i : māhāi : httēn :
latēi : se heleđi
'*INSIDE where the daughter of Ddepițnewēs lives, there the gods of the dead and heđi (are?) responsible …*

(59b) TL 128.2
‘… here on the COUCH where I and (my) wife lie’

Note that the adverbial clause in (59a) is not preposed, but dependent on the adverb ėti 'inside', which is itself a preposed Topic. I conclude that subordinate adverbial clauses are (at least ordinarily) embedded subordinate clauses, just like nonpreposed relative clauses. Subordinate clauses in mē are a final type whose internal syntax resembles that of relative clauses. The meaning of this conjunction or adverb is probably along the lines suggested in (60):

(60a) TL 44b.60–61

(49a) might lead one to expect *ṣē ti. There are several imaginable explanations for the attested order. For instance, perhaps the relative pronoun ti was somehow attracted by the immediately preceding verb pūde ‘engraved’; other possibly relevant factors could include the different phonological weight of ti in (57b) and ti śēti in (49a), or the slight syntactic difference between i hrt ‘on it’ and ti ‘inside’.
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Second, apart from S-adverbs and enclitics, at most a single element precedes V. Representative examples are listed in (61):

(61) Subjects: ἡ πόλις ‘the city’ (56e), οὗ τὸν θεὸν ‘the god’ (57b), ὑστέρος ‘advanced’ (59a), ἀμύον Πνεύματα ‘the soul’ (59b), Ἰωάννης ‘John’ (60b), Σκλήρος (TL 58.3) Objects: Σεόμενος ‘seated’ (1a), χαί ‘(the city)’, Σεόμενος ‘seated’ (56a), Τρίσμηνος ‘Lycia’ (58a)

Predicate possessive: ἐξ ἴδιος ‘his’ (55b)
Prepositional phrase: ἐν τῇ στήλῃ ‘on the stele’ (57a, 60a), ἐπὶ τὸν τοίχον ‘in the place’ (57d), τῷ Ἀθήνῃ ‘against Athens’ (58b)
Locative: ἐν Ἕλληνι ‘in freedom’ (55c), ἐν τῷ τάφῳ ‘in the tomb’ (57c), Ἐκβιοίνος ‘in Kaunos’ (60c)

All these elements presumably occupy the Front position and are the result of Fronting to the left of the Comp and Wh positions, as illustrated in (62) for the representative example in (56a):

(62) Lycian embedded relative clause syntax (= 56a in part)

Third, the evidence suggests that nonpreposed relative clauses are syntactically embedded, as also illustrated in (62). Diachronically, that is, postposed clauses have become embedded. Such a syntactic change...
may in part be a by-product of the independent change in verb position. Once verbs were no longer regularly clause-final, that is, certain typical postposed relative clauses would have become syntactically ambiguous. For example, if the correlative-clause verbs are removed from the two Hittite indefinite relatives in (39), then each relative clause immediately follow its antecedent. Speakers would naturally be uncertain whether relative clauses like these were syntactically postposed or embedded, especially since Hittite relative clauses of this type typically do not repeat their domain noun. The critical Lycian change then occurred when such originally postposed relative clauses were reanalyzed as embedded. All this is schematized in (63):

(63a) Stage I: postposed relative clauses

(63b) Stage II: initial verb position, accidentally final antecedent NP

(63c) Stage III: embedded relative clauses

For two reasons, the change from the adjoined structure in (63b) to the embedded structure in (63c) almost certainly originated with indefinite relatives, not nonrestrictive relatives. First, as noted in §4.2, indefinite relative clauses do not repeat correlative-clause domain nouns; such repetition is found with nonrestrictive (and preposed) relatives and would block the change. In addition, the change would probably also have been disfavored by the special pragmatic and possibly prosodic cues of nonrestrictive relative clauses.

The fourth conclusion is that the Lycian embedded relative clause types do not exactly correspond to those that are postposed in Hittite. Nonrestrictive and indefinite relatives are nonpreposed in Lycian, as in Hittite, but most determinate relatives also pattern with these. Between Proto-Anatolian and Lycian, in other words, determinate relative clauses partially shifted syntactically from the preposed type to the embedded (originally postposed) type. From the diachronic point of view this is likely to have been a kind of syntactic assimilation – an extension of embedded relative clause syntax – and future research on Luvian may help illuminate the nature and dimensions of this assimilation, whose effects seem still to be incomplete in Lycian. The change did not affect indeterminate clauses at all, presumably because of their unusual (effectively conditional) semantics.

6. Conclusion

In this paper I have offered a preliminary description of the Lycian relativization system, summarized here with Hittite comparanda:

(64) Relative clause type
    indeterminate
    determinate
    indefinite
    nonrestrictive
    adverbial clauses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Internal structure</th>
<th>Hittite position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>preposed</td>
<td>(Front) + V + Wh</td>
<td>preposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preposed</td>
<td>(?Front +) V + Wh</td>
<td>preposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postposed</td>
<td>(Front) + V + Wh</td>
<td>postposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postposed</td>
<td>(Front) + V + Wh</td>
<td>postposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(both)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(both)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several proposed changes led from a Proto-Anatolian relativization system like that of Hittite to the system attested in Lycian. The first was the innovation of verb-initial (or nearly verb-initial) word order, which was quite a fundamental syntactic development if it indeed also yielded the restructuring of Fronting and Topicalization. This change affected relative clauses in two ways. As discussed in §5.2, it led to the regular postverbal placement of relative pronouns, except in indeterminate clauses, where initial position had always been regular for relatives. In addition, as discussed in §5.3.5, once verbs were no longer clause-final, it was possible to reanalyze adjacent domain nouns and relative clauses – which originally belonged to distinct clauses – as parts of the same NP and thus an embedded relativization system. The locus of this change was probably the indefinite type. Relative clause embedding was then extended to most determinate relatives; Lycian retains preposed relatives only for some determinates and all indeterminates.
This account has an interesting consequence: embedded relative clauses in Lycian result from the reanalysis and generalization of what were originally postposed relative clauses. Such a development is of general interest, because the innovation of embedded relativization strategies from a presumed system of adjoined relativization is an Indo-European commonplace. Preposed relative clauses are by far the most numerous in Hittite, and it is sometimes assumed that such clauses — in Anatolian or elsewhere — are somehow the source of embedded relativization. The results of this study suggest quite a different view. What is now needed is careful study of the pragmatics, semantics, and syntax of preposed, postposed, and embedded relative clauses in other branches of Indo-European, such as Greek, Italic, and Germanic, to see whether changes like those proposed here for Anatolian can be reconstructed there or not.
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